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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN
EHF SATCOM TECHNOLOGY

Herman C. Okean

LNR Communications, Inc.
Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788

ABSTRACT

Increased recent activity in the evolution of EHF (20/30 and 20/44 GHz) satellite
communications systems has resulted in corresponding advances in EHF component and
subsystem technology. Accordingly, for current SATCOM system design concepts, this
paper identifies key space and ground segment EHF transmitter and receiver technologies
with respect to current state of the art and specific hardware examples.

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of advanced EHF SATCOM systems in the 30/20 and 44/20 GHz
commercial and military uplink/downlink bands for deployment in the late 1980’s and
early 1990’s has emphasized the use of wideband digital traffic, servicing many dispersed
user ground terminals via a single satellite, operated in a Time Domain Multiple Access
(TDMA) mode. The emerging design philosophy for such systems features (Figure 1):

• complex, sophisticated space segment architecture, (Figure 2), providing TDMA
interconnectibility between a multiplicity of large and small ground terminals, with the
latter, in light, low power and low cost configurations, predominating.

• space segment configured as demodulation/modulation regenerative repeater rather
than simple translational transponder.

• high gain multiple aperture spacecraft receive and transmit antennas, permitting an
optimum combination of multiple beam hopping between many ground terminals and
beam steered adaptive nulling.

• low ground terminal transmit ERP and receive G/T for low production cost and ease
of transportability.

• moderate spacecraft receive G/T and transmit ERP to assure sufficient link margin.
• multiple spacecraft receivers and transmitters, where required for compatibility with

multiple aperture antennas.



The foregoing features of advanced EHF SATCOM systems depend, in turn, upon the
successful evolution of the following critical areas of EHF component/subsystem
technology:

• wideband transmit power amplifiers
• low noise receive amplifiers and downconverters
• frequency multipliers and upconverters (for EHF local oscillator and carrier

generation )
• functional control and processing circuits, e.g. phase shifters, phase modulators etc.

Considerable development effort is currently in progress in each of the foregoing EHF
technology areas. A brief assessment of the current state of the art is presented in the
following paragraphs along with specific examples of hardware.

TRANSMIT POWER AMPLIFIERS

Two basic candidates for EHF transmit power amplifier usage are the travelling wave tube
(TWTA) and solid state power amplifier (SSPA), with the former providing higher RF
power output and DC/RF efficiency and the latter considerably longer life, graceful
degradation, simpler (low voltage) prime power conditioning, smaller size and lower cost
reproduceability.

The current spaceborne and ground based EHF TWTA developmental state of the art has
encompassed 10-50W at ~20-30 percent overall efficiency for 20 GHz spaceborne and
80-250W @ ~10-20 percent efficiency for 30/44 GHz ground based operation.

The solid state power amplifier (SSPA), on the other hand, provides all of the advantages
enumerated above, but at the expense of more modest RF power output and DC/RF
efficiency capability.

In its most general form, the EHF SSPA consists of an input driver section and
combinatorial output power section (Figure 3), wherein the former composes a cascade of
amplifier stages utilizing low-to-medium power devices(GaAs FETs to ~25 GHz or GaAs
Gunn diodes ) and the latter a cascade of individual or power combined stages utilizing
medium to high power devices (FETs or IMPATT diodes).

Each FET amplifier stage is connected in the common source three port positive resistance
topology, either in the single ended or hybrid-coupled balanced configuration, whereas the
single or multiple diode IMPATT or Gunn amplifier stages can be operated in the
circulator-coupled negative-resistance reflection topology in either the injection locked
oscillator (ILO) or stable amplifier mode. The former can deliver full RF power output at



higher gain and higher efficiency than the stable amplifier but only at the expense of
inferior bandwidth, dynamic range, output spectral noise/spurious content and transient
response. Hence the stable amplifier is generally preferable for wideband digital traffic.

Power combining can be accomplished either actively (multiple devices within a single
amplifier stage) or passively (a multiplicity of single device “building block” stages
interconnected in a passive combinatorial network). In principle, the former has the
advantages of simplicity, compactness and lower parts count but, in actuality, is prone to
spurious oscillation, poor combining efficiency due to the need for balancing resistors or
mode suppressors, catastrophic degradation on random device failure, and bandwidth
degradation inversely with the number of devices. Passive power combining, on the other
hand, provides stability, wide bandwidth and dynamic range and graceful degradation
capabiltiy.

A summary of the current state of the art in EHF power amplifier technology, utilizing
GaAs FET and Si and GaAs single or double drift (SDR or DDR) IMPATT power devices
is presented as follows:

• 20 GHz FET’s provide ~ 0.5 to 1.25W RF power output apiece at 3 to 4 dB operating
gain and, in an 8-way passive combinatorial SSPA, provide ~8W overall output over
the 17.7-20.2 GHz band

• 20 GHz GaAs SDR and DDR IMPATT’s exhibit ~ 1.5-2.5W and 4.5-7WRF
oscillator power, respectively, at ~15-22 percent DC/RF efficiency. Single stage,
stable “building block” amplifiers using these devices provide 2.5 to 3 and 4.5 to 5W
RF output power, respectively, at 3-4dB operating gain and ~1.5 to 2 GHz
bandwidth. 6 and 12 way active combinatorial injection locked oscillators using 5 and
2W devices, respectively, exhibited ~13.0-16.5W and ~19W RF output power over
1GHz and 0.2 GHz locking bandwidth and at ~9 and 12 percent DC/RF efficiency,
respectively. 4 and 8 way passive corporate combinatorial SSPA’s, using stable 5 and
2.5W “building blocks” exhibited 16-18W and 18-20W RF output power over 1 GHz
bandwidths with 10-11 and 12-13 percent DC/RF efficiency.

• 30-35 GHz GaAs DDR IMPATT diodes yielded 1.5 to 2W RF power output at 15 to
20 percent efficiency and demonstrated 5 to 10W output in injection locked active
power combiners

• 40-44 GHz GaAs and Si DDR IMPATT diodes exhibited ~2 and 1.5W RF power
outputs at ~15-20 and ~8-12 percent DC/RF efficiencies. Injection locked 2 and 12
way active power combiners exhibited 3W and, ~11W RF output powers over
~1 GHz and ~0.4 GHz at ~44 and 41 GHz, using GaAS and Si IMPATTs,
respectively.



An example1 of a 4 way passive corporately combinatorial 20 GHz 10 W IMPATT power
module utilizing 2.5W stable “building block” stages is depicted in Figure 4, whereas the
RF power-frequency profiles of such “building blocks” and corresponding 2,4 and 8 way
passive combinatorial power modules are presented in Figure 5. The capability for DC bias
-backoff-derived continuous power-down operation, inherent in this SSPA design and
demonstrated for the 8-way combinatorial 20W power module in Figure 6, enables a
substantial reduction in IMPATT diode junction temperature with relatively modest roll off
in RF output power (such as can be tolerated in all but the most unfavorable propagation
conditions in a 20 GHz SATCOM down-link). This in turn leads to orders of magnitude
improvement in potential IMPATT diode lifetime, a phenomenom of paramount
importance in spaceborne downlink deployments.

RECEIVER LOW NOISE AMPLIFIERS AND DOWN CONVERTERS

The current and near term projections of the state of the art in EHF low noise receiver
technology, underlies the development of the following key EHF SATCOM spacecraft and
ground terminal “front end” (low noise amplifier/mixer-downconverter/IF amplifier)
configurations:

• uncooled FET LNA’s for potential ground terminal “front end” usage at 20GHz have
already exhibited # 4 dB NF over $1 GHz bandwidth, whereas the projected near
term capability for spacecraft FET LNA’s at 30 and 44 GHz comprise noise figures of
5-6 and 8-9 dB respectively.

• uncooled paramp LNA’s, through more complex, larger and more consumptive of
prime power than FETs, are capable of considerably better noise performance as
exemplified by 2, 3 and 4 dB noise figures at 20, 30 and 44 GHz respectively, with
the latter configuration being currently under internal development by at least one
contractor.

• Image-enhanced mixer “front-ends” can provide the required downconversion
function with sufficiently low overall single sideband noise figure in the ~5 to 8
percent spacecraft uplink receiver bands (~5 to 6dB and ~6 to 7 dB at 30 and 44
GHz, respectively) without requiring the incorporation of an EHF LNA ahead of it,
and with the added advantage of high dynamic range.

The latter approach has been exemplified by the development and demonstration2 of a
POC model “front end”, consisting (Figure 7) of the closely integrated combination of a
27.5-30 GHz,3.5 to 4dB conversion loss image-enhanced mixer, coupled to a
3.7-6.2 GHz,1.7-2.2dB NF FET IF amplifier and driven by a self-contained 23.8 GHz
phase-locked LO source. The overall receiver, packaged in a EMI-shielded, milled-out
8.75"x6.5"x2.5 enclosure, exhibited over the 27.5-30 GHz RF/3.7-6.2 GHz IF band,
5.5 dB (typ.)/7.0 dB (max) SSB noise figure, 19 dB minimum conversion gain and +23



dBm minimum third order two tone inter-modulation output intercept point. The adaptation
of this configuration to the 2 GHz wide uplink band at 44 GHz should yield 6.0 to 7.0 dB
overall receiver SSB noise figure.

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS AND TRANSLATORS

In the most recent generation of EHF SATCOM receivers and transmitters, frequency agile
down and/or up-converter LO sources and carrier generators utilize microwave (C-to
X-band) synthesizers the outputs of which are multiplied or translated up to the required
EHF bands. In particular, varactor quadruplers (such as used in the LO source for the
receiver depicted in Figure 7) can provide up to 50mW RF output power at / 10 percent
conversion efficiency at frequencies to 50 GHz. Alternatively, high power varactor
upconverters may be used to translate up to octave bandwidth synthesized (or phase
modulated) spectra to EHF with output powers up to 100mW. This is exemplified by a
recently developed3 S-toQ band varactor upper sideband upconverter (USUC) subsystem,
incorporating a self-contained phase locked solid state Q-band pump source, (Figure 8).

• These 20 GHz power modules were developed under AFWAL/AFSpaceDivision
Contract F-33575-80 C1182, with initial diode and breadboard circuit contributions
form NASA LeRC/AFSD Contract NAS3-22491

• This effort was sponsored by NASA LeRC/AFSD under Contract No. NAS3-22494

• This effort was sponsored by NOSC under Contract N00123-79C-1529

Utilizing a balanced pair of large-signal GaAs Schottky varactors, the USUC translates a
2 GHz wide S-band input signal spectrum to the 44 GHz upper sideband output. At 400
mW pump power and 50 mW signal input level, the upper sideband output power ranges
between 60 and 110mW with better than 40dB lower sideband rejection. A lower power
version of this USUC delivers 20MW 44GHz output power under 50mW S-band signal
and 100mW pump drive.

This high level S/Q-band USUC is also eminently useful as a source of high-level swept
Q-band drive signals (as derived from readily available swept 2-4 GHz inputs) which in
turn are useful in the development and testing of 44GHz transmit amplifiers. For lower
power applications, mixer converters and translators requiring much lower LO drive are
useful, such as under development for 30/20 GHz loop tests.



CONTROL AND PROCESSING CIRCUITS

The advanced functional concepts embodied in the next generation of EHF SATCOM
equipment (Figure 2) have given rise to the development of such FET, PIN and Schottky
diode based control and processing circuits as phase shifters, direct PSK modulators,
switches etc. directly at EHF, that were previously incorporated at IF. Unique examples of
20 GHz circulator eoupled Schottky diode 0 to 360E analog reflective phase shifter and
QPSK path length modulator, each implementable in the highly integrated TEM line
structure depicted in Figure 9, and each requiring virtually zero drive current, are
particularly useful in adaptively nulled phased array antenna systems and high data rate
QPSK downlink transmitters, respectively.

FUTURE TRENDS

As subsequent generations of EHF SATCON systems evolve, the EHF component and
subsystem technology will advance even further toward the directions of:

• FET receiver LNA’s and transmitter power modules for spatial combining
• GaAs monolithic (MMIC) functional components and subassemblies, such as INA/

downconverter/IF amplifier, phase shifter/amplifier etc.
• multiaperture hopped or steerable beam receive and/or transmit antenna systems,

incorporating steerable receiver INA and transmit power modules.
• single-thread FET/IMPATT SSPA’s with graceful degradation under random device

failure and adaptive power down capability for enhanced device reliability.

The technology enumerated above will not, however, completely supplant such high
performance “single thread” receive and transmit subsystems as parametric amplifier and
image-enhanced mixer “front ends” and TWTA’s when link budgets demand their extra
measure of performance.



FIGURE 1.



FIGURE 2   ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY EHF SPACE VERATIVE COMMUNICATIONS
REPEATER



FIGURE 3.  GENERAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF EHF SSPA



FIGURE 4.   10W, 20 GHz 4 WAY COMBINATORIAL IMPATT
POWER MODULE



FIGURE 5   MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF N-WAY CORPORATE
COMBINATORIAL IMPATT SSPA SERIES



FIGURE 6   MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF 20W, 20 GHZ 8-WAY
COMBINATORIAL IMPATT SSPA UNDER DC BIAS VOLTAGE

BACKOFF/POWER DOWN OPERATION



FIGURE 7.   30 Ghz POC MODEL SPACECRAFT RECEIVER



FIGURE 8   EHF (44 Ghz) POWER UPCONVERTER



FIGURE 9.   TYPICAL 20 Ghz QPSK DIRECT MODULATOR OR 0-360EE
PHASE SHIFTER IMPLEMENTATION


